As a popular art form, traditional or "folk" crafts have a certain appeal that few other objects in American life have. Unselfconsciously created by local—usually rural—artisans, they characteristically have a charm and forthrightness missing in many of the fine arts.

Equally important, we like to think that folk crafts harken back to an earlier, simpler time—an era of small town insularity before the intrusion of machine-manufactured goods and other commonplaces of the industrial age. In the North, this era ended before 1880. In many areas of the Southeast, on the other hand, continued isolation and agrarian self-sufficiency ensured that domestic activities like quilting, basketmaking, and coverlet weaving would persist longer.

Actually, the present generation is not the first to "discover" southern crafts, although the sentiments and meanings attached to such objects are contemporary in nature. As early as 1896, Dr. William Goodell Frost, president of Berea College in Kentucky, established a yearly "homespun fair" expressly to preserve and promote mountain handweaving. Out of a similar concern and about the same time, Mrs. Frances L. Goodrich created Allanstand Cottage Industries near Asheville, North Carolina. Goodrich, a social worker for the Presbyterian Home Missions, found a powerful motive in her work beyond mere preservation. Among her stated aims was "to bring money into communities far from market and to give paying work to women in homes too isolated to permit them to find it for themselves...."

The ameliorative impulse, in fact, was justification for much of the interest in Southern crafts during this early period. To be sure, a good deal of the success of the so-called craft "revival" could be laid to its concurrent growth with the more pervasive International Arts and Crafts Movement after 1900. Consumers as far away as Boston and New York were much taken with quaint southern curios just as they developed a collecting mania for American Indian baskets and rugs. But for the purveyors of southern crafts, such as the George Washington Vanderbilt-sponsored Biltmore Industries at Asheville and the various settlement schools such as Pi Beta Phi, Pine Mountain, and Hindman in Kentucky and Tennessee, the motivation continued to be the fostering of productive skills that would bring money into impoverished households.

Eventually, independent craft guilds and cooperatives began to evolve alongside the earlier mission and settlement school programs. The largest of these was the Southern Highlands Handicraft Guild, that brought together numerous smaller organizations under one marketing umbrella. And for a time it appeared as though a self-sustaining southern craft industry was being created. However, the Depression intervened, and by 1937, when Allen Eaton published his remarkable Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands (a book that details much of the history sketched here), the advocacy role of the early crafts revivalists had been passed to federal agencies.

Especially important in this regard were the National Park Service, the Resettlement Administration, and the Tennessee Valley Authority, all of which helped southern craftsmen sell their work during this difficult period. At the same time, photographers with the Farm Security Administration and artists employed to create the Index of American Design documented this work for posterity.

For the most part, federal involvement with southern craftsmen was terminated after 1940 and did not resume until the War on Poverty program of the Johnson Administration more than 20 years later. As during the first revival, this latter period was marked by a flowering of interest in things "organic," "hand-
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made," and "country." By no accident, the 1960s and 1970s also witnessed a renaissance in the professional disciplines of folklore and social history. The Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife is one product of this renaissance.

While the preceding sketch might suggest that southern folk craftsmen have been sustained to the present by well-intentioned activists and philanthropists and by distant markets, this is neither a complete nor an accurate picture. Recent fieldwork reveals, to the contrary, that virtually every area of the South harbors a potter, weaver, toy maker, wood-carver, boatbuilder, calligrapher, ornamental blacksmith, sign painter, or seamstress who has maintained his or her craft in the face of nearly total indifference by the outside world. It is true, certainly, that many southern craftsmen have discarded quilt making, coverlet weaving, and pottery turning as unpleasant reminders of their humble origins. For others, the crafts remain a beloved preoccupation that, like family reunions and music festivals, have grown to symbolize an important component of regional and ethnic identity.

As a group, there are few generalizations that can be made about contemporary southern craftsmen. Some are articulate about their work while others are inexpressive. Some practice crafts originally restricted to only one sex and have been so constrained. Many find monetary benefit in what they do; a few like the solitary carver or painter work to some inner purpose largely devoid (until the coming of the folk art collector) of remunerative value.

We have been conditioned to respect highly those craftsmen who remain closest to "traditional" ways, e.g. those who give the least appearance of having altered either their processes or their product. In this we differ somewhat from the early revivalists, many of whom seem not to have experienced any anxiety over "improving" on local traditions. Examples in point are the early weavers who introduced Italian drawnwork and Finnish rya wall hangings into their vocabularies of highland weavers, and the famous North Carolina pottery that successfully marketed "Chinese" forms and glazes in the 1920s and 1930s. Even those revivalists who stressed adherence to "Colonial" craft models were imposing their own versions of "tradition" on their client artisans.

The problem is that today very few descendent craftsmen preserve their craft completely free of outside influences; the greater number have adjusted their manufacturing processes to save time by using substitute materials and power tools just as they have adjusted their markets to take advantage of the tourist collectors' trade. In many ways, this can be very interesting, inasmuch as change itself is interesting. A favorite pottery of the author, for example, is the Brown Pottery at Arden, North Carolina. Founded by brothers Davis and Javan Brown in the late 1920s, it has survived numerous improvements in the succeeding 50 years and is now something of a shrine to technological experimentation ev
bit as worthy of study as the most conservative potteries in the South.

In another decade, our understanding of southern crafts — and of southern life generally — will have expanded enormously. Dozens of research projects are now underway in the field of southern material culture dealing with such disparate topics as Afro-American grave furniture, Georgia potters and quilters, Cajun and Creole fishing technology, and the history and distribution of the folk banjo. The singular advantage researchers working in the South have is the presence of craftsmen who still remember the old ways and who are genuine representatives of the cultural learning of generations. In an era of *Roots* and historic preservation, no area of the United States promises to yield more secrets.

Meanwhile, much of the satisfaction in collecting folk crafts comes from knowing the artisans who create them and the social and cultural context out of which these individuals emerge. The objects stand on their own as works of art, but they are also the concrete representation of ideas and a way of life. Knowing how the objects are made, by whom, and why, opens up avenues to understanding the ideas and meanings that stand behind the object.